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Ecological concerns. Resource management. Earth-based construction. 

Sound like big shot hypothetical concepts from an environment science textbook? Or one of those 

brilliant design theories everyone seems to be talking about at 'Design summits', but are mostly 

forgotten in practicality? 

Well, if you are one of those wondering whether such concepts see any physical manifestations in real 

life at all, a chat with the Bangalore-based architect Mrs Chitra Vishwanath and Planner-cum-water 

activist Mr. S.Vishwanath, will provide an inspiring insight. 

Mrs.Chitra Vishwanath, an architect from The Centre for Environmental Planning and Technology 

(CEPT), Ahmedabad and a part-time faculty at Srishti, works mainly with sustainable technologies. 

She is renowned for constructing houses that use only Erath-based elements, the technique being 

called 'Earth Architecture'. 

A passionate conservationist, she is a strong believer in maximum utilization. Mr.Vishwanath, a 

planner, also from CEPT and a research guide at Srishti, is an urban innovator in rainwater harvesting 

technology. 

Located in the interiors of Vidyaranyapura and almost surreal in its existence, is this couple's home. 

Constructed entirely of earth and its elements, it records a total of zero wastage with what it uses and 

has the minimum negative impact to the ecological atmosphere that blankets it. The floors are made of 

clay tiles, the walls with mud blocks and a small percentage of cement (unlike ordinary blocks). Their 

house epitomizes sustainable earth-architecture. 

The concept of eco-san toilets has been used optimally in the residence. These eco-friendly toilets 

minimize the wastage of water by collecting solid and liquid faecal matter separately. The urine 

collected in one container is recycled as liquid fertilizer while the solid matter drops in a pit directly 

below the pan that collects it. Hence the waste is used as compost, whose by-product is used as 

manure to ingeniously grow paddy on the terrace 

Moreover, the water used for washing clothes in the washing machine is stored in a hollow pit behind 

the house. This, in turn minimizes the use of fresh water to flush the loos! Bathing and kitchen usage 

leads to the collection of grey water, which is utilized to water the plants. For minimum energy 

utilization, the house does not have fans installed and is naturally lit with a skylight (adding to the 

aesthetics) in the centre of the drawing room. Instead of grid supply, it utilizes elements from Earth-

sun, wind and biomass to meet its electrical needs. 



It is incorporating concepts like these which take the entire ideology of the house to the next level. 

Ladders lead into different rooms, attributing a very tree-house characteristic to the house. This 

manages to add to the woody appeal of the place, which has essentially been designed to attract local 

birds and animals to provide them with a comfortable shelter. At the end of a tour of this unbelievable 

home, you cannot help but marvel at the ingenious use of space and material, the user-friendly 

approach to conservation, the drastic change in lifestyle and the fact that weighty concepts need not 

always be hypothetical! 

'India has the largest populace living without a loo' 

A few senior students at Srishti have taken up a project of refurbishing a non-functional but 

immensely needed toilet at Doddaballapur road, which is being headed by the Vishwanaths. The 

project stemmed when these students observed the discomfort that the badly designed loo was 

causing, due to the failure in its basic purpose of providing a place for excretion, not only to its users 

but also to people who passed by. Covered in filth, the stench of the loo overpowered the entire 

locality. This was when they decided to use an existing model of a loo and apply their design 

knowledge to construct a better one, instead of taking up an assignment for a hypothetical problem.  

The ideology, atypical to the couple, is sustainable and goes to a deeper level than one would think. 

Mr.Vishwanath explains, "The big picture of this concept is basically building a usable toilet, in terms 

of functionality, making it aesthetically appealing, unlike today's public loos which seem like a blotch 

on the cityscape and finally, thinking of productive sanitation."  

 

 


